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ON THE HOMOTOPY OF TYPE CW COMPLEXES WITH

THE FORM

BY KOHHEI YAMAGUCHI

§ 1. Introduction.

The purpose of this paper is to classify the homotopy type of CW complexes
with the form S^e^e*. For example, the total space of a sphere boundle
over a sphere (or of a spherical fibration over a sphere) is a CW complex with
the form Sp^JeqχJev+q up to homotopy. The homotopy type classification of
such a complex was partially given by James and Whitehead [8] and Sasao [6],
and for more general cases Toda considered. [7]

In general, it is not easy to find the complete invariants which determine
the homotopy type of it. But we can find them in the case of CW complexes
with the form S2Ug4VJ*?6.

Let X be a CW complex with the form S2We4We6, and x^H23{X, Z) be the
generator for / — I , 2 or 3 such that,

m-%2 and x\'X2—n-xz. (m, n ^

Then we have

THEOREM 4.5. (a) // m is odd, then

Sq*: H\X, Z2) — ^ H\X, Z2)

is trivial and the homotopy type of X is uniquely determined by the pair of inte-
gers (m, n).

(b) // m is even and

Sq2: H\X, Z2) — > H\X, Z2)

is trivial, then the homotopy type of X is uniquely determined by the pair of
integers (m, n).

(c) // m is even and

Sq2: H\X, Z2) — > H\X, Z2)

is non-trivial, then X has precisely two homotopy types which can be distingushed
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by some element of order two in πδ(Lm).

In particular, in the case of manifolds we also have

COROLLARY 4.6. Let M be a closed ^-dimensional smooth manifold with the
form S2We4Ue6 such that

where xk^H2k(M, Z) is a generator for k = l, 2 or 3.

(a) // m is odd, then

Sq2: H\M, Z2) — > H\M, Z2)

is trivial and the homotopy type of M is uniquely determined by the integer m.

(b) // m is even and

Sq2: H\M, Z2) —+ H\M, Z2)

is trivial, then the homotopy type of M is uniquely determined by the integer m.

(c) // m is even and
Sq2: H\M, Z2) —-> H\M, Z2)

is non-trivial, then M has precisely two homotopy types which can be distinguished
by the element of order two in πb{Lm).

The plan of this paper is as follows: In § 2, we calculate homotopy groups
of a CW complex L with the form S2χJeA. In §3, at first, we calculate ε(L)
which is the group of self-homotopy equivalences over L. Secondly, we deter-
mine the actions of ε(L) on πδ(L). In § 4, we give the proof of the main results.

The problem of this paper was suggested by Professor S. Sasao and the
author would like to take this opportunity to thank him for his many valuable
suggestions and encouragement.

§ 2. Homotopy groups of Lm.

Let Ύ]2: S3->S2 be the Hopf map. It is well-known that the homotopy group
π3(S2) is isomorphic to Z{η2). For each integer m, let Lm denote the CW com-
plex formed by attaching the 4-cell e4 to S2 with the map mη2: S3—>S2, and the
map am : {E\ Ss)^>(Lm, S2) denote the characteristic map of 4-cell e" of Lm. For
example, Lo and Lλ are homotopy equivalent to the wedge of sphers S2VS4 and
the 2-dimensional projective space CP2, respectively. Let SO(ή) be the n-th
rotation group, and p : SO(3)-^SO(3)/SO(2)^S2 be the canonical fibration with
its fibre S1. Let Xm be the S2 bundle over S4 with the characteritic element
Cm ^7Γ3(SO(3)) satisfying p^{cm)—mη2, where p* is the induced homomorphism
p*: π3(SO(3))^π3(S2)=Z{rj2}. It is easy to see that Xm is homotopy equivalent
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to the CW complex LTOWδme6 formed by attaching 6-cell eG to Lm with 6 m e
πδ(Lm), which is a generator of order infinity because Xm is a closed manifold.
(See in detail [8]) Denote by cn the generator of πn(Sn) and by ηm the map
Em~2η2 for integer m^2. It is also well-known that

and

where we denote by ηl the composition map ηn

o7]n+i and by η\ the composition

map 7]noyn+i°yn+2

LEMMA 2.1. (a) Lm=S2Wm 5 ? 204 zs simply-connected,

(b) 7r 2(Lm)=τr 2(S 2)=ZU
(c) πs(Lm) s Z/mZ=Zm.

Proof. Statements (a) and (b) are clear. Consider the exact sequence

(2.2) ττ4(Lm, S 2 )—>7r 3 (S 2 )-Z{) ? 2 }—>τr 3 (L m )—>0.

Since π4(Lm, S2)=Z{αm} and d4(am)=mη2f the statement (c) is also obtained.
Q.E.D.

LEMMA 2.3. (a) / / m is odd, then π4(Lm)=0.

(b) If m is even and m^ψO, then

and in particular,

(c) πlU) = τr4(52 V S4) = Z U ® Z 2 {̂ 2

2}.

Proof. Since π4(Lm, S2)=Z{am}, it is easy to see that πδ(Lm, S2)=
an.πδ(E', S8)0Z{[flm, <r2]r}, where

is the homomorphism induced by αm, and [, ] r denotes a relative Whitehead
product.

Now consider the exact sequence

(2.4) ττ5(Lm, 52) —-* τr4(S2)-Z{^I} — ^ π4(Lm) — ^ π4(Lm, S2) — ^ τr3(52).

Since am\S2=mη2, we have d5am*π5(E\ S3) = Z2{mηl}. On the other hand, taking
account of \jη2i ί 2 ]=0, we obtain

Hence we also have
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>2{7?i} if m is o d d
(2.5) Im [3 5 : πδ(Lm, S2) 4 ( ) ] 2 { ^ i } \

0 if m is even .

Proof of Lemma 2.1 also shows that 34 is a monomorphism if m^ψΰ. Then we
have statements (a) and (b). The statement (c) is obvious. Q. E. D.

LEMMA 2.6. (a) // m is odd, then

7r5CLm) = Z{[αm, c2~]r}=Z{bm),

(b) // m is even and m^O, we have the exact sequence

0 — > τr5(S2) — > πδ(Lm) — > Z{tam, cM@am πδ(EA, S3) — > 0,

and in particular, for m=0

(C)

Here we can identify [_am, c<^]r—±bΊn
(^πb(Lm).

Proof. The statement (c) is obvious. From (2.5) we have the exact sequence

6 5

(2.7) π6(Lm, S2) — > τr5(S2) — > ττ5(Lm) — * ττ5(Lm, 52) — > Z2{m^2

2} — > 0 .

Since ττ6(Lm, S 2)=αm*ττ 6(£: 4, S 3 )®[π 5 (L T O , S2), ττ2(S2)] r and C ^ ^ , ί 8 ] = 0 , we have

It follows from am\S3=my]2 and τr5(S3)—Z2{^|} that we obtain

(2.8) Im [3 β : ττ6(LTO, S2) — > π5(S2)] = Z 2 {m l̂}

Z2{^1} if m is odd

0 if m is even.

Therefore we have statements (a) and (b). The rest of the proof is easy.
Q.E.D.

LEMMA 2.9. τrδ(Lm) s Z {6TO} 0τr 5 (Z m ) .

Proof. Let 6'm : (EG, Sδ)^(Xm, Lm) be the characteristic map of 6-cell of Xm.
Consider the exact sequence

dί
πβ(Xm, Lm) — > ττ5(Lm) — > πδ(Xm) — > πδ(Xm, Lm)=0 .
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Since d'6(b'm)=bm±rQ and π6(Xm, Lm)=Z{b'm}, we have the exact sequence

(2.10) 0 — > Z {bm} -^> πδ(LJ — > πδ(Xm) — > 0 .

Here we recall that bm^π5{Lm) is a generator. Then is follows by using the
functional cup-product that the exact sequence (2.10) is split. Q. E. D.

The preceding argument also shows

COROLLARY 2.11. (a) // m is odd, then

7Γ5(Xm) = 0 ,

and
(b) if m is even and m^ψO, then the sequence

0 — ^ τr
5
(S

2
) — > π

δ
(X

m
) —

zs

§ 3. Actions of e(Lm).

We denote by ε(Z) the group of self-homotopy equivalences over X with
multiplication induced from composition. If i: S2-^Lm is the inclusion map, the
induced homomorphism

z* : τr2(52) —

is an isomorphism. Since H(η2)
=h a n d \j2i c^\—2η2, we have

Thus there is a map

such that / has a degree (—I)-7 on each cell £2J of Lm for —1 or 2, and we
denote by (—1) one of such maps. Let u: Lm-+LmvS4' be the co-action map
and 7': LmVLm->Lm be a folding map. For h=td or (—1), we denote by
h\Zrj2y]s the composite

u
-L>77i m

LEMMA 3.1. (a) // m is odd, then ε(Lm)={ιd, (—1)}.
(b) // m is even and m^Q, then

ε(Ln)={td, (-1), ιd\Jiη2ηz, (~-
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(c) In particular, for m=0, we have the split extension

0 — > τr4(S2VS4) — > ε(S2VS4)=ε(L0) — > Z 2 x Z 2 — > 0,

where Z2xZ2 operates on the homotopy group 7Γ4(S
2VS4) by

{a, b)°c = a°c°b for (a, b)^Z2xZ2 and ce= τr4(S2VS4).

Proof. The statement (c) is clear. (See in detail [3]) Now suppose
It follows from (6.1) of [1] that we have the exact sequence

(3.2) Im p * : τr4(S2) — > ττ4(L J ] — t ε(Lm) — > ε(S2) — > 0 .

At first, suppose m is odd. It follows from Lemma 2.3 the statement (a) is
clear. Therefore we may assume m is even and that m^O. It follows from
(3.2) and Lemma 2.3 we also have the exact sequence

(3.3) π,(S2)=Z2{vί} - ^ e(Lm) — > ε(S2) — > 0 .

Hence it suffices to prove h^h\/η2ηz for h=id or (—1). Now consider the
d

isomorphism πb{EA, S3)—> πA{S3)—Z2{ηz). If / : Lm->(Lm, 52) is the inclusion

map, it follows from (2.6) that the induced homomorphism

/* : πδ(Lm) — > τr5(Lm> S2) = Z {bJ®am,π,(E\ S3)

is an epimorphism. Thus there is an element γo^π5(Lm) such that j*(γo)=
a>m*(d~1Ύ]3). Then we have

(3.4) π5(Lm, S2)=Z{bm}®Z2{j*(γ0)}.

On the other hand,

πb(Lm V54)=7rδ(Lm)0τr5(S4)Θ[7r2(Lm), τr4(54)]

Therefore by using [r2, 272^3]=0, we have

(3.5)

Hence we have h\/η2η^h for /2==/<i or (—1). Q. E. D.

Remark 3.6. Suppose m is even and m^O. Since [̂ 2, c2~]=2η2, we have
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(3.7) mη2

Jr{—c2)°mr]2=[_c2, c2~]°HQ(mη2)

— 2mη2.

Furthermore, it follows from [_η2, c2~]—Q that we also have

(3.8) r]2°E(m7]2)
Jr[_c2, 7]2~]°EH0(mτ]2)=0.

Hence taking account of Theorem 3.15 in [3], we have the exact sequence

(3.9) 1 — > τr4(S2) — * e(Lm) — > Z 2 — > 1.

Remark 3.10. Since Z m is the total space of S2-bundle over S4 with its
characteristic element cmeτr3(SO(3)), we may also regard Xm as the space

(3.11) S 2 x £ 4 W S 2 χ £ 7 ~ , where (*, ;y)~(cm(;y)*, 3;)

for (*,

Then we define a map fm: Z m - ^ Z m by

(3.12) fm(x> y)=(~x, y) for (*,

Then the map fm has a degree (—1)J on each cell e2 ; of Xm for j = l, 2 or 3.
Hence without loss of generalities, we may set (—I) — fm\Lm. Therefore

LEMMA 3.13. (a) (-ϊ)°bm=-bm.

(b) // m is even and b^π5(Lm), then

hob if /*(δ

syi if

Proof. It follows from Remark 3.10 the statement (a) is clear. The preced-
ing proof of Lemma 3.1 also shows the assertion (b). Q. E. D.

§ 4. Proof of the main results.

Throughout this section we assume X is a CW complex with the form
such that,

(4.1) (x1)
2=m-x2 a n d x1'X2=n'XB> (m, n ^

where Xj^H2J(X, Z) is a generator for ; = 1, 2 or 3. Furthermore, taking
account of the Hopf invariant, we may also suppose that the attaching map of
4-cell e4 of X is mη2. Hence we have
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(4.2) X=Lm\Jbe
6 for some b<Ξπδ(Lm),

up to homotopy.

At first we recall

LEMMA 4.3. Let j : Lm-+(Lm, S2) be the inclusion map. Then the following
two conditions are equivalent:

(a) j*(b)=nbm-{-a for some a^Z2.
(b) (x1)

2=mx2, x1 x2=n'X3 and the second Steenrod square

Sq2: H\X,Z2)-^H\X,Z2)

satisfies Sq2{x2) — a-xs.

Proof. See (2) in detail. Q. E. D.

Remark 4.4. Taking account of Lemma 2.6, it is easy to see that

Sq2: H\X, Z2) — > H\X, Z2)

is trivial if m is odd.
Then we have

THEOREM 4.5. (a) // m is odd, then

Sq2: HKX, Z2) —•> H\X, Z2)

is trivial and the homotopy type of X is uniquely determined by the pair of
integers (m, n).

(b) // m is even and

Sq2'.H\X,Z2)—+H\X,Z2)

is trivial, then the homotopy type of X is uniquely determined by the pair of
integers (m, n).

(c) // m is even and

Sq2: HKX, Z2) — > H\X, Z2)

is non-trivial, then X has precisely two homotopy types which can be distinguished
by some element of order two in πδ(Lm).

In particular, in the case of manifolds, we also have

COROLLARY 4.6. Let M be a closed ^-dimensional smooth manifold with the
form S2χJeiyJe& such that

where xk^H2k(M, Z) is a generator for k — l, 2 or 3.
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(a) If m is odd, then

Sq2: H\M, Z2) —-> H\M, Z2)

is trivial and the homotopy type of M is uniquely determined by the integer m.

(b) // m is even and

Sq2: H\M, Z2) — > H\M, Z2)

is trivial, then the homotopy type of M is uniquely determined by the integer m.

(c) // m is even and
Sq2: H\M, Z2) — > H\M, Z2)

is non-trivial, then M has precisely two homotopy types which can be distinguished
by element of order two in πδ(Lm).

Proof of Theorem 4.5. Without loss of generalities, we may assume X=
LmyJbe

6 for some b^πδ(Lm). At first, consider the case that Sq2: H\M, Z2)-+
H\M, Z2) is trivial. It follows from (3.1), (3.13) and (4.1) that we have b=n-bm.
Therefore taking account of (4.4), the assertion (a) and (b) can be obtained.
Secondly consider the case (c). Let X' be a CW complex with the form Lm^Jb,e

G

satisfying the same assumptions as X. If follows from (4.3) that we have

J*Φ)=J*Φ),

where /*: πδ(Lm)-+π5(Lm, S2)=Z{bm}®Z2{rj^rj^rj,}. Thus it follows from (2.6)
that we have

b—br or b=b/ + η2ηsηi.

Hence taking account of (3.1) and (3.13), the assertion (c) is also obtained.
Q.E.D.

Remark 4.7. It is well-known that for each pair of integers (m, n), there is
a simply connected CW complex X with the form S2yJei{Je6 such that,

(x1)
2=m-x2 and x^x^ — n-x^

for each generator Xj^H2J(X, Z). (See [6] in detail.)

Remark 4.8. Let M be a closed six dimensional smooth manifold with the
CW decomposition S2yJeAχJeG. Then M has the same homotopy type as a S2

bundle over S4 if and only if m is odd, or m is even and one of the following
conditions is satisfied:

(a) Sq2: H\M, Z2) — > H\M, Z2) is trivial,
or

(b) Pi(M)+4mΞθ (mod 48), where we denote by Λ(M) the first Pontrjagin
class of M. (See (4) in detail.)
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